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SPIRITUAL AND ETECTRIC SURREALISM:
THE ART OF ENRICO DONATI
MARTICA SAWIN

An unheralded and late blossom of Surrealism, Enrico Donati's paintings of the late 1940s demonstrate the
complexity and attainment of Surrealism in the midst of the artistic tumult of the period.

|C't everal years after his arrival in the U.S. in 1940, Enrico Donati exhib-
D ited a group of small paintings at the New School for Social
Research.They came to the attention of his compatriot, the art historian,
Lionello Venturi, who immediately saw affinities with Surrealism and
gave him an introduction to Andr6 Breton. Donati, with his international
background, fluent in French, Italian, and English, was welcomed by
Breton and counted by him as one of the new recruits to the Surrealist
movement he hoped to reconstitute in the United States. For Donati's
next exhibition, at the Passedoit Gallery in 1944, Breton provided a
glowing catalogue essay that made him officially a Surrealist. As was
his practice while in New York, Breton also provided titles for the
paintings, overcoming Donati's hesitations regarding their seeming un-
relatedness.

The small sheets of paper on which Breton wrote out these titles
have been carefully preserved by the artist, along with other mementos
of his Surrealist era. Photographs in his studio show him gathered

with Duchamp and Gorky at the Connecticut home of Kay Sage, clown-

ing with Tanguy, displaying one of his Surrealist objects to Breton.
Alongside those objects are American Indian artworks that he acquired
when he went with a group of the 6migr6s to a warehouse in the Bronx
where the Heye Foundation was selling off objects at bargain-basement
prices from its vast American Indian holdings. When Breton's Szr-
reali.sm and Painti.ng was published, he worked with Duchamp and
Matta on the display for Brentano's window, which, after public objec-
tions, had to be moved to the Gotham Book Mart. He painted toes on
a pair of shoes that now stand in a corner of his studio to resemble
the Magritte painting on the cover of the book.

He was one of the organizers of the 1947 Surrealist exhibition at
the Maeght Gallery in Paris and undertook to help Duchamp in fabricat-
ing the 900 Pridre de toucher covers for the catalogue (they ran out
of steam-or falsies-and finished the catalogues off with photo-
graphs). Meanwhile he was painting rather baroque, richly-colored
freeform fantasies (such as Carnaual d,e Venise) that were exhibited
in New York and, after the wax, at Durand Ruel in Paris. Toward the
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end of this period, in 1947-48, Donati began producing another body
of work that was linear, hard-edged and resistant to interpretation,
works which were never exhibited and which he says he showed to
no one other than Duchamp, Matta, Breton, and Calas.

Done between 1947 and 1949, this group of paintings is now being
exhibited for the first time at the Zabriskie Gallery and it presents a
baffling anomaly, not only within the oeuwe of Donati himself, but
also in terms of the period. At a time when automatism was being
inflated into a whole new school of painting-when paint was being
dripped and flowed onto ever-larger canvases-how did it happen that
an opposite tendency toward rigor and hermeticism manifested itself
in the work of an artist who had been close to the automatist center?
Donati explains, "There had been criticisms, that my work was too
pleasing in color, too sentimental in image. I wanted to make paintings

that were hard, unpleasing, difficult, so by myself I worked on these
canvases, never exhibiting them. But still, they are a continuation of
the imagery that had obsessed me since 1940, the mandragora."

As nonobjective as these works may then appear, in their geometric
precision they are actually imbued with a deeply personal content.
The mandragora, or mandrake, is a plant identified since biblical times
with powers ranging from aphrodisiac to poison, and, according to
legend, it grew under gallows from the sperm of dead men. For Donati
it became the metaphor for his concern with destruction and rebirth
and the generation of life. In this new geometric series, his intent was
to represent "the egg that could create life and the mechanical effects
that would allow it to develop."

It is possible that his long-standing interest in alchemy was reinforced
at thisjuncture through conversations he held with Kurt Seligmann who
had written several axticles on the subject for View and yff and who
had published in 1947 his copious History oJ Magic, one of the first
such compendia for the lay reader in English. The Bolingen Foundation
was in the process of publishing the complete works of Jung; the
volume on alchemy soon found its way into a number of New York
studios. Among artists there had been a discernible shift of interest
away from Freudian interpretations of the unconscious toward an 27



absorption witi the *ritings of Jung alrout archeg,pat myths and sym-
b<ils. In his brief article, "Magic Circles," for View, Seligmann used
Jung as the springboard for an analogr between artistic creation and
alchemical process:

According to Jung, the alchemic process is mainly of a psychic
natu-re; and this makes it even more analogous to the artist's
labor. In vain do we seek to investigate the nature ofthe occult
forces which are at work in the act of artistic creation. The artist
himself does not master them. He is subjected to them just as
a medium experiences the trance; and it is in this state that the
artist produces beings which obey the morphological laws and
the ordering forces of nature.

)iot only is the content of this group of Donati paintings mysterious
and hermetic, but even the circumstances surrounding their creation
are strange. Simultaneously with the geometric works, he actually
continued working in the style for which he had become known, that
of Carnaual de Venise. "Durand Ruel would have dropped dead if he
had seen these others," he maintains. This secrecy is so similar to
alchemy that one wonders if a sense of that mysterious quest underlies
the careful and deliberate execution of these works. The paintings
rvere started without preconception by drawing precisely with pencil
directly on the canvas. Color was then added in a thin, delicate appli-
cation, frequently in tones that contradicted the sense of the linear
constructions. Perspectives shift and cancel one another; transparent
planes turn inexplicably opaque; tantalizing illusions of objectness are
sniftly nullified. Fragments of pattern and optical illusions alternately
open up or close off the suggestion of spatial depth; exquisite little
details of color draw the eye like jewels. There is much that is suggestive
and provocative, but the paintings remain singularly unyielding to the
seeker of rational explanation. And the artist himself provides few
clues to the interpretation. "Yes, the number 7 is there to represent
its numerical value," he admits. "I was deeply involved with 7. It rep-
resents the number of elements necessaq/ for the creation of life."

It is, then, as a secretive quest for the elements that will add up
under the right conditions to the production of life, that one must
read these paintings ifone wants to approach the generating intentions.
Hence the contrasts that suggest heat and cold, vapor and solid and
the continual shiftings and overlappings that stand for transforming
processes and time sequences. One of the more complex works, entitled
Loupe Electromagndtique pour ddchilfrer les cellules Diuantes; ld, cel-
lule uiuante est une centre dynami4ue, makes use of numerous vari-
ations of the circle. Circles are sectioned, seen obliquely, concentric,
intercepted, as one of the rrr€&ns of conveying the dynamic of cellular
proliferation. There are hints of references to mechanisms that might
either maintain the process or be fueled by it, suggestions of a gear
or cog or a reminiscence of Duchamp's rotary discs. And whatever is
occurring takes place in a Chirico-Iike space with carefully spelled out
ambiguities and defiant contradictions. This last is a lesson that might
also have been learned from Matta whose paintings were the manifes-
tation of his belief that "one can't reproduce anynore what happens
in a Euclidean cube."

Alchemy also gives us the key to Viabilift d'un Ate efitra aital
(1947) as we follow the path ofthe angular black line from one nucleus
of activity to another. Each one of these hubs may be interpreted as
one of the seven requisite elements; each makes a discrete contribution
through its unique color, pattern, and linear action. Further, each nuc-
leus seems to be situated in a different environment, air, water, labo-
ratory vessel, etc. and the whole is suspended in a delicately tinted
pale green ether into which quasi-architectural solids intrude and
against which translucent planes oscillate. It is arguable that the al-
chemical reading of the works is extra-aesthetic and not necessary to
their appreciation. This is an argument that will not be settled here,
but it is true that one can flnd broader analogies for these intriguing
and baffling works in the phenomena that continue to confound pre-
sent-day physicists.

If Donati had exhibited these works in 1948, what would the response
have been? Could they have been understood in the context of the
categories that Andrew Ritchie set up for the Museum of Modern Art's
first large exhibition of abstract art in America in l95l?-categories

such as "biomorphic expressionist," "geometric expressionist," and
"pure geometric." Without a category, did one exist? Meanwhile, as
the tide of formalist criticism rose, it became bad form to acknowledge
the spiritual nature of the artistic endeavor. It has taken many years
and many revisions of accepted history to get back to that point. .

Not even Donati's four colleagues who saw the work urged him to
show it. One imagines that Duchamp must have understood it, although
Donati maintains that in no way was there any connection between
the kind of life-generating process he was seeking andthe Large G\ass.
Matta, enjoying a brief period of affluence, expressed an interest in
purchasing one of the paintings. In response to an example of the new
work sent to him by Donati, Breton wrote to him from Paris in JuIy
of 1948 and acknowledged that he had long had "a strong resistance
to theoretical abstract forms" and laments the "sacrifice of the lyrical
element that you so clearly possessed." He comments that he under-
stands Donati's need for a "firmer structwe which is made difficult
by the giving of oneself to the romantic instinct . . . [but] does it justifi'
such an about-face?" It is only a matter of speculation here as to
whether Breton's reservations put a damper on the artist's enthusiasm
for this new mode. Certainly Breton had a profound effect on some
of those artists who had been encouraged by his support. Anna Bala-
kian, to an extent a witness to those times, described Breton, in a
recent lecture at the New York Public Library, as one who was able
to observe the diverse activities of some of the artists of his day and
to provide a sense of the common ground, in other words, to offer
reinforcement by placing a framework around the isolated activity of
the artist.

Whatever the reasons may have been-Donati now says that he
became fed,up with painting-his work took another surprising turn
after 1949. This writer remembers well her encounter with Donati's
work at the Betty Parsons Gallery in the early 1950s where, in a space
increasingly devoted to gestural New York School painting, the walls
were hung with darkish canvases that appeared to be afflicted with a
hairy form of mold. It was only recently that I learned that vacuum
cleaner dust was one of the ingredients.

"I was born a surrealist, long before I heard of surrealism," Donati
maintains. "Going to art school in Italy during the rise of Fascism, I
was also a revolutionary and an anarchist." It appears that official
Surrealism could not keep Donati within its confines. Almost secretly
at ftst, he evolved a compelling new style that, among other things,
pointed up the limits of Breton's understanding. Having perfected this,
he set it aside in favor of the more flamboyant transformations of
materials and cryptic imagery he has been involved with since 1950.

Logo oriented as we are, how are we to see this extensive and unique
production of 1947 to 1948? As an aberration in an otherwise quite
freewheeling and impulsive artistic output? As a premature negation
of what he might already have foreseen as a tidal wave of spontaneous
painting activity? As a manifestation of what Breton described as a
"need for a firmer structure?".In 1947 it was still not clear what would
emerge out of the artistic watershed of the war years. One need only
look again at Andrew Ritchie's Abstract Pai.nti.ng and Sculpture in
America catalogue of 1951 to realize how many options in abstraction
were being exercised in the late 1940s. In particular a glance at the
late '40s canvases of Jimmy Ernst, who might be said to have been in
the eye ofthe storm during those years, demonstrates that these Donati
works, hermetic as they may be, are not without their affinities. It is
possible that he envisioned a synthesis between Surrealism and Cubist-
inspired abstraction and gave up when he saw how things were going.

Let us look again at these delicately, precisely painted canvases and
their apparently deliberate obfuscation of formal and symbolic mean-
ing. Wherever the eye travels it is thwarted when it seeks visual logic:
the contradictions cannot be resolved, form and space cannot be dis-
tinguished, and the component lines and colors cannot be organized
in a sequence that corresponds to visual reality. Such thwarting or
short-circuiting of logical processes is truly a surrealist gambit. Whether
or not Andr6 Breton could perceive them as such, these linear abstrac-
tions are as surreal as a painting by Magritte. Today it is possible to
recognize in these subtle and inventive works an exotic andunheralded
late blossom of Surrealism that is far more authentic than most of the
postwar efforts to revive the movement back in Paris. It is also possible
to understand why, given the confluence of circumstances at the time,
the artist chose to withhold these paintings from the public eye. That



they should emerge at this time is especially fortuitous since they
contribute to the greater understanding that is being sought of the
tumultuous '40s and the powerful subversive role of Surrealism. And,
since the word spiritual has reentered our vocabular5z, we are able to
perceive these paintings in more complex terms than those of the
purely formal.

Enrico Donati, Loupe Electromagn6tique pour d6chiffrer les cellules vivantes; la cellule
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